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THE EFFERVESCENT VOID CITY

AbSTRACT

In Tokyo, where the cost of one acre of land is $7.8 

billion and the urban population has grown by about 

100,000 per year, urban densification is a necessary 

but pricey reality. The issue is not new; overcrowding 

is a problem that has dominated urban visions in 

postwar Japan. The current mode of subdividing 

land, caused by Tokyo’s high inheritance tax, has 

produced smaller and smaller plots, each of which 

has been maxed out, based on the city’s fAR 

restrictions. Recent revisions to property laws have 

introduced the possibility of purchasing air rights, 

which has encouraged developers to clear Tokyo’s 

distinctive small-scale urbanism, replacing it with a 

landscape of tall towers. 

The solution to this de-Tokyoism lies in the city’s 

deep Underground Utilization law, enacted in 2001, 

which established subterranean rights and allows 

owners to build to a depth of 40 meters below 

ground. As a new model of urban densification, the 

Effervescent Void City exploits the underground to 

increase density, both accommodating the rapidly 

growing population while preserving the urban 

fabric that makes Tokyo unique. The Effervescent 

Void City  also includes large-scale programs like 

sporting facilities and auditoriums, that don’t fit into 

Tokyo’s tight existing fabric. 

by embedding such super-scale programs in the 

underground, a contextual smaller scale urbanism is 

maintained above. Instead of privileging the above 

or below ground, the project transitions between 

both terrains by making the void an equal player 

to the mass. when combined, the project increases 

density (and openness) by merging the above and 

below ground, formal horizontality and verticality 

(as typified in towers and mat buildings), small 

and large scale programs.  It is a model of radical 

contextualism that will shape the future of Tokyo. 
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POSTWAR VISIONS FOR AN EXPANDING TOKYO

dENSITY IN ToKYo IS NoT A NEw ISSUE

following the end of world war II, Tokyo faced the 

difficult task of rebuilding its heavily destroyed city. 

65% of its residences were wiped out and as a result, 

five of the original seven million occupants left the 

city or were killed during the war.1

As Tokyo sought to rebuild and accommodate a 

returning and increasing population, the role of 

architecture and urban planning was never more 

crucial. In the postwar period, several architects 

emerged whose mostly unrealized proposals 

addressed the ever-expanding city (Fig. 1). 

A 1960 manifesto published by the metabolists, a 

certain group of these visionaries, acknowledged 

the future of the city required new solutions. Key to 

their inventions were vital and molecular processes 

interpreted architecturally and urbanistically as well 

as the incorporation organic growth and change 

over time in the city. Change as an important 

component of the Japanese city can be tied back to 

some of the most traditional architecture in Japan, 

epitomized by the Sengu of Ise Shrine. 

while the metabolists took on issues and ideas 

raised by modernism, it was a signiicant departure 

from western architecture and urbanist visions. 

projects ranging from the Ocean City (1960) of 

Kiyonori Kikutake to Toward Group Form (1960) of 

fumihiko maki looked at the city as a new project for 

Tokyo and for all of Japan. 

URbAN EXpANSIoN of ToKYo

In an introduction to Kenzo Tange’s Plan for Tokyo 

(1960) published in Japan Architect in 1961, the 

editor describes the growth of Tokyo over those 

fifteen years as beyond any estimation, a situation 

which “must be seen to be believed .”2 

The Plan for Tokyo called for the reconstruction 

of Tokyo and simultaneously, the reappropriation 

of Tokyo bay as a site for 10 million people. 

Tange’s plan represents one method for increasing 

density in the city: horizontal expansion (Fig. 2). 

In comparison, the model of vertical expansion is 

represented by several projects, particularly Arata 

Isozaki’s Clusters in the Air (1962) which pictured 

towers extending above the city (Fig. 2). 

but towers were not the only possibility proposed 

for vertical expansion: a prewar Depthscraper (1931) 

from Everyday Science and Mechanics magazine 

envisioned clearing the ground and pushing the 

tower underground (Fig. 2). 3 Since the effects 

of earthquakes are minimized underground, the 

Depthscraper  was touted as a viable solution.   In 

addition, the project was purported to use an often 

untapped space in the city: the vast underground.

If we take the challenge articulated  by Japan 

Architect in 1961, whereby the visionary planners 

must become more practical and the more practical 

planners must become visionary,4 Tokyo remains a 

fertile ground for exploration of what the city could 

be today and in the future.

12 13
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WAll CITY 1959
KISho KURoKAwA

CAPSUlE TOWER 1972 
KISho KURoKAwA

ClUSTERS IN THE AIR 1962
ARATA ISozAKI

AGRICUlTURAl CITY 1960
KISho KURoKAwA

OCEAN CITY 1960
KIYoNoRI KIKUTAKE

DEPTHSCRAPER 1931
EVEryDAy SCiEnCE 

AnD MEChAniCS

HElIX CITY 1961
KISho KURoKAwA

MARINE CITY 1963
KIYoNoRI KIKUTAKE

PlAN FOR TOKYO 1960
KENzo TANgE

POSTWAR URBAN MODElS

Fig. 1 Urban models
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VERTICAl EXpANSIoN

ClUSTERS IN THE AIR, 1962, ARATA ISozAKI

HORIZONTAl EXpANSIoN

PlAN FOR TOKYO, 1960, KENzo TANgE

DEPTHSCRAPER, 1931, EVEryDAy SCiEnCE AnD MEChAniCS

VERTICAl EXpANSIoN

HISTORICAl MODElS OF DENSITY FOR TOKYO 17

Fig. 2 Urban models of Expansion
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CURRENT DENSIFICATION TRENDS IN TOKYO

ThE CITY IS REAChINg ITS lImITS

Tokyo, one of 26 megacities in the world, is home 

to 37 million occupants. Compare that population 

to london which is ranked #18 in the world: Tokyo 

has the largest population of any metropolitan area. 

Simultaneously, the population has grown over time 

and so too have the boundaries of the city. A time-

based system of building limits was introduced as 

part of the 1919 City planning law, meant to mitigate 

unplanned development and bring some control 

to subdivisions. The law revolved around creating 

road infrastructure which would allow the buildable 

limits to adjust accordingly, similarly to the german 

bebauungs-plan.5 

The boundaries of Tokyo are significant: its large 

population is spread over an even larger area—

7,408 square kilometers. london, once used as a 

comparison to Tokyo by Tange in his Plan for Tokyo, 

is both traditional and sprawled.  while london 

may be ranked #18 in the world, it has a density of 

5,300 people per square kilometer while Tokyo has 

a density of 4,300 people per kilometer (Fig. 3). 

These statistics indicate the current model of growth 

for Tokyo is horizontal expansion. despite the time-

based building limits system, the free-for-all in the 

aftermath of world war II pushed the city towards 

a model of owner-occupied land.  This only served 

to fuel further expansion and led to a landscape of 

diverse, mixed-use programs. 

Yet, much of the reason that Tokyo has persisted 

in this horizontal mode of expansion is tied to 

restrictions. Japanese zoning laws were meant to 

control building, particularly in residential areas. 

Since their inception in 1970, these laws led to a 

lower skyline than other comparable metropolises 

Rather than having a zoning system which restricts 

usage, Japanese laws have instead relied on height 

as a limiting factor. Thus, the fAR of Tokyo is an 

average of 4 compared with a city like New York 

that boasts an average fAR of 10-15.7 Trends are 

changing but much of the city has remarkably 

remained a tight-knit village.

TRANSpoRTATIoN IN ThE hoRIzoNTAllY 
EXpANdINg CITY

Tokyo’s population continues to grow, fueled today 

not as much by the birth rate, but instead by the 

move of people from rural areas to the urban areas. 

but in Tokyo, there is little space to expand further 

outwards: the average commute is 56 minutes and is 

often uncomfortable, with train cars completely filled 

and oshiya (“pushers”) making sure everyone gets 

safely packed in the cars.8 Today, almost 57 percent 

of all transportation in Tokyo is done by trains or 

buses, with 90% of commuters using the rail.9 8.7 

million people use the metro system daily and the 

busiest line, the Tozai line, is at a staggering 199% 

capacity (Fig. 4-6). Even New York can’t top those 

numbers: the maximum capacity is 103%, which is 

still more comfortable than the m line, Tokyo metro’s 

least busy line, at a capacity of 159%.10 

Critics may point out what might seem like the 

obvious solution—why don’t people just drive their 

cars instead? The infrastructure for supporting 

these cars is insufficient: many streets are still one-

way roads tightly winding through densely packed 

neighborhoods, made to favor pedestrians. but even 

if the infrastructure was severely altered, parking is 

still a major problem. The cost of a parking space 

is often more than an apartment: the average cost 

is $744.00 per month, placing Tokyo as the most 

expensive in the world, only second to hong Kong 

which is $1 more per month (Fig. 7-8).11 In fact, to 

buy a car, applicants need to complete various 

forms, including one to prove they already own a 

parking space. A study by Van der Architects on one 

small property found that a parking facility was more 

profitable than an apartment complex (Fig. 9).12

we must revisit Tokyo’s norm for building, the 

horizontal model of expansion. A vertical mode of 

building can accommodate more people, services, 

and businesses in Tokyo.  but is turning Tokyo into 

the next New York City the right solution? 
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$744.00 MONTHlY 
PARKING RENT 
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$7.8 BILLION/ACRE URBANISM

oNE loT, oNE bUIldINg

Nowhere is the cost of horizontal expansion 

more evident than the price of one acre of land, a 

staggering $7.8 billion in Tokyo. Coupled with an 

urban population growing by about 100,000 per 

year, urban densification is pricey but necessary.13 

In comparison, one acre in london costs 50 million 

dollars, while an acre in New York City, near the 

Empire State building, costs 102 million dollars—both 

bargains in comparison to Tokyo (Fig. 10). 

The rising cost of land in Tokyo can be tied to 

property laws. In the aftermath of world war 

II, the government was bankrupt and in various 

cases, unable to enforce many previous plans for 

city development. Thus, it focused on rebuilding 

infrastructure and supporting disaster relief. Its 

citizens were left to rebuild their city, producing new 

housing stock and commercial ventures.14 

As a result, the city developed incrementally 

and remained largely unplanned (apart from 

infrastructure), developing the city into densely 

packed neighborhoods. described as a city of 

villages by architect Arata Isozaki, the resemblance 

is uncanny: the one lot, one building system has 

made the city an easy plug-in model. 

The intense subdivision of blocks has filled the city 

with small structures, each having their own lot (Fig. 

11). The increase in the number and smallness of 

lots is driven by the high inheritance tax where 50% 

of the land value is assessed.15 by the early 1990s, 

inheritance tax rates had topped 30 million dollars 

leading more and more heirs to subdivide their lots 

to retain the rest of the land.16 The average lot in 

Tokyo has shrunk from 240 to 80 meters but many 

properties are as small as a parking space (Fig. 

12). Along with the subdivision of blocks, there is a 

constant changeover of the buildings: the average 

lifespan of a home is 26 years as compared with 

london’s average of 100 years.17 

These drastic changes have created a unique 

pedestrian oriented fabric, programmatically and 

architecturally diverse. A car dealership is next to a 

rice paddy, a cat cafe adjacent to a pachinko parlor.

how hIgh ANd how low?

The need for vertical density in Tokyo would 

seemingly have already produced a city of towers. 

Yet, much of the reason it has not already gone in 

this direction can be traced to restrictions from the 

1970s. A 2002 law passed by prime minister Koizumi 

lifted regulations on zoning and building height. In 

exchange, developers would produce public parks 

and plazas. In the years following, a new plan, based 

on air rights, fueled city development to become 

more like New York and hong Kong.18 

The aftermath of the law shows us the consequences 

of replacing the traditional fabric of the city with 

towers. while the tower addresses the need for 

increased density, it clears a block, creating a “tower 

in the park.” This model destroys some of what has 

made the traditional fabric so resilient and separates 

Tokyo from western counterparts like New York: the 

emphasis on the pedestrian with scale and signage, 

the small roads, the small scale urbanism, and the 

low to mid rise profile that makes the city feel like a 

series of villages. Instead, the “park” often becomes 

a vacant expanse that alienates the pedestrian 

and relates instead to a highly car-centric planning 

model (Fig. 13).

but how do you get the vertical density of New 

York City or another tower metropolis without 

destroying the essence of small scale urbanism in 

Tokyo? The solution lies in looking down instead of 

up: the city’s 2001 deep Underground Utilization 

law allows owners to build to a depth of 40 meters 

which does not count towards fAR constraints (Fig. 

14).19 financially, to build underground is two to 

three times more when land costs millions per acre. 

but when that number jumps to the billions, the 

underground suddenly becomes affordable.20

while we are accustomed to the skyscraper, perhaps 

its underappreciated brother, the depthscraper, 

offers new options for the city. As the prices of land 

in Tokyo continue to climb, how high and how low 

can we go? And is there a way to vertically add 

density while stopping the de-Tokyoism of one of 

the world’s most unique metropolises?
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Fig. 11 block Subdivisions in Tokyo
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Street vs block

Street vs block

5-12 
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Street detail

Street detail

TOKYO TYPOlOGIES:  TRADITIONAl AND TOWER FABRICS 35

Fig. 13 Axonometric and Sectional diagrams Comparing Traditional and Tower fabric

TRAdITIoNAl fAbRIC

TowER fAbRIC

TowER
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EXISTINg mId/low RISE CITY

CITY dEpTh lImITS

TowER CITY
(moRI TowER, ToKYo)

EXISTINg mId/low 
RISE CITY

CURRENT TRENDS IN TOKYO VS. DEPTH lIMITS

Fig. 14 Tower City and City depth limits
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A NEW URBAN FRAMEWORK
REINVENTINg ThE loT & bloCK

INVESTIGATIONS IN COllECTIVE FORM, 1964, fUmIhIKo mAKI
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THE EFFERVESCENT VOID CITY: AN URBAN VISION FOR TOKYO

plAYINg bY ThE RUlES

while zoning requirements are often found in a thick 

volume with plenty of percentages, Tokyo’s zoning 

laws revolve around two values, kenpeiritsu (% of 

plot) and yosekiritsu (fAR).21 historically, much of 

Tokyo has an fAR of 4 or less, but in recent years, 

the overall city density has increased. 

Figure 15 provides a snapshot of Tokyo land use 

values based on an average zone. while there are 

other laws that impact zoning in specific areas of 

the city, the analysis that follows looks specifically 

at these two values, kenpeiritsu and yosekiritsu, to 

understand the resulting massing of properties. 

Figure 16 shows 70% coverage of the plot and an 

fAR of 6, documenting four identical blocks of nine 

story buildings, a typical mid-rise neighborhood in 

Tokyo. A building with air rights added as shown in 

Figure 17 has the same percentage of coverage but 

a resulting fAR of 10. In the final sequence, shown in 

Figure 18, the tower in the plaza model has the same 

fAR of 10 but has cleared and stitched together four 

lots into one super-lot. The maximum overall floor 

square footage based on the 70% coverage of the 

plot and fAR 10 (which includes air rights) is 80,050 

square meters. The resulting block resembles what 

a typical tower site in a city looks like: a model very 

different from the traditional fabric of Tokyo.

AIR RIghTS ARE foR ThE bIRdS

The analysis of the existing conditions in Tokyo casts 

the Effervescent Void City in high relief. To increase 

density in the city requires bringing together the 

models of the tower and depthscraper. In the case 

of the tower, both the height and cleared plaza 

area are problematic within the low to mid-rise 

city. The depthscraper is equally problematic, 

clearing the ground, sacrificing the aboveground 

for the underground. The Effervescent Void City 

pushes the tower halfway underground or pulls the 

depthscraper halfway aboveground. This creates 

a mid-rise structure aboveground with additional 

density contained underground (Fig. 19).  

however, this is not your typical underground 

parking garage with no natural light. Voids bubble 

throughout the city, embedded as an equal player 

in the urban fabric vis-à-vis building mass. Indoor 

and outdoor space are intertwined. In Figure 20, 

the resulting form of the section is made clear: the 

split on the ground plane, the resulting elongated 

facade from pairing void and building mass, the 

split to accommodate the street, and the resulting 

possibility of utilizing the space both above and 

below the street. 

Instead of relying on air rights to increase density, 

the Effervescent Void City adheres to the basic 

constraints of kenpeiritsu and yosekiritsu but adds 

the 40 meter depth (Fig. 21). This is explored in 

more detail in Figures 22-24. The first possibility 

analyzed in Figure 22 shows what happens when 

50% of the plot is mass and 50% is void on the 

ground plane and an fAR of 6 is maintained. 

however, it adds the 40 meter depth to create 

100,000 total square meters of floor area, exceeding 

the amount of area allotted by the tower.  but the 

model does not leverage the available space under 

the street. 

by having two stories extend all the way across (the 

same depth as the mat building), plus ten stories 

underground and 12 stories above to reach the 

maximum fAR of 6, the square footage reaches 

130,000 square meters (Fig. 23). This can be further 

increased by cantilevering over the street, possible 

because the void means building over the street 

won’t create a tunnel (Fig. 24). This final model 

reaches a maximum of 145,000 square meters—a 

new source of density (and openness) that exceeds 

the constraints of the tower.
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Category of land Use Zone Maximum Floor Area Ratio % Maximum Building Coverage Ratio %
low Rise Residential (category 1 and 2) 50-200 30-60
mid/high Rise Residential (category 1 
and 2)

100-500 30-60

Residential (category 1) 100-500 50-80
quasi-Residential 100-500 50-80
Neighborhood Commercial 100-500 60-80
Commercial 200-1300 80
quasi-Industrial 100-500 50-80
Industrial 100-400 30-60
AVERAGE 200-400 60
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Fig. 15 Tokyo land Values Fig. 16
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CombININg SmAll ANd lARgE SCAlE 
URbANISm IN ToKYo

Inherent in the Effervescent Void City model is 

recognition that not all programs are appropriate 

for the underground—the underground has certain 

capabilities and strengths that the aboveground 

does not have and vice-versa. Instead, the city 

model combines small and large scale urbanism, 

preserving the ground level and areas above for 

small scale insertions and using the expanse offered 

by the underground for large scale programs that 

cannot easily be inserted without erasing the fine 

tapestry of Tokyo’s blocks. 

Thus, the method of insertion for the Effervescent 

Void City model is twofold.  first, it helps to bridge 

the space between current traditional fabric and 

tower fabric to integrate both in their context. In 

addition, it moves larger programs underground so 

that the surface can accommodate more small scale 

programs (Fig. 25). 

while the dichotomy of traditional fabric and 

tower fabric has been explained, the programmatic 

diversity of the city is a second critical component 

of Tokyoness that is seen particularly at the street 

level,. The city model proposed would maintain the 

street level as a space for small retail, small service/

hospitality, and small office. The aboveground would 

remain as apartments and small offices. 

The underground space, however, will be used 

for larger programs like retail (department stores, 

grocery stores, etc.), entertainment (performance 

venues), storage, educational facilities, research 

facilities, and sports leisure programs (Fig. 26). 

Instead of vacating these uses to the periphery of 

the city or devoting large areas of land within the 

city to accommodating them, they are a perfect 

match for what the underground can offer.

within this underground landscape, voids become 

embedded in these larger programs, as a way to 

bring sunlight and act visual system for perception 

TOWARDS RADICAL CONTEXTUALISM

to connect the underground to the aboveground. 

however, the voids are also be functional: a 

courtyard for outdoor growing research lab spaces, 

small outdoor performance spaces, or outdoor 

exercise spaces.  The possibility for the voids to be 

of variable depth and square footage introduces a 

level of flexibility to what the Effervescent Void City 

can become.

The Effervescent Void City is a model for radical 

contextualism: understanding the need to move 

beyond a purely preservational model for the city 

while also trying to preserve what it is that the 

traditional fabric does best. likewise, it exceeds 

the density of the tower and produces new types 

of spaces in Tokyo. It is an urban framework that 

responds to the constraints of Tokyo’s zoning but 

seeks to heighten the uniqueness of the city.
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A SITE FOR THE EFFERVESCENT VOID CITY
TESTINg  A NEw URbAN VISIoN IN NAgATACho ToKYo

CONTEMPORARY TOKYO, 2013, UNKNowN phoTogRAphER
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A NEXUS of TRAdITIoNAl ANd TowER 

TYpologIES

located in Tokyo, Japan in the Chiyoda ward, 

Nagatacho is the government center for the city 

(Fig. 27). As the site of the National diet, the diet 

library, and hie Jinja (the most urban of Tokyo’s 

shrines), it is a unique point of density in the city. 

while Tokyo boasts many important “centers” 

ranging from the ginza district to Shinjuku to the 

iconic Cat Street, Nagatacho provides the perfect 

context for testing the Effervescent Void City model. 

Nagatacho is home to small scale urbanism but the 

tower is beginning to become more prevalent in this 

area. projects like the redevelopment of the grand 

prince hotel (Akasaka) or the Sanno park Tower are 

starting to take over. The lower right image of Figure 

28 shows the large scale urbanism starting to eat 

away at the traditional fabric. 

Several possible sites of insertion for the 

Effervescent Void City (Fig. 28) were identified 

within a five to seven minute walk from public 

transportation. Their selection was based on 

two key criteria detailed in the urban framework: 

integrating traditional and tower fabrics, while also 

accommodating small and large scale programs 

(Fig. 25). 

ThE mAT bUIldINg ANd ThE TowER

The project is a center for healthy living, including 

sports facilities, a supermarket, research growing 

centers, and more. It provides services to both 

residents and workers in the city. however, it will 

maintain the ground level for diverse retail and 

service businesses with the aboveground volumes 

to contain apartments, a hotel (which replaces the 

one currently on the site), and small offices (Fig. 

29). one elevator ride downwards brings residents, 

visitors, and workers to the underground facilities. 

The site plan shows the project in its context, 

oscillating from a large insertion that breaks down 

into small scale urbanism aboveground (Fig. 30). 

NAGATACHO TOKYO AS A SITE OF CHANGE

The three dimensional model makes clear the 

negotiation of these various scales, responding to 

both density and diversity (Fig. 31-34). looking at 

the insertion itself, model elevations show how the 

voids appear when layered sectionally (Fig. 35-36) 

to create a new type of cross-section for the city. 

formally, the project leverages the mass and void 

inherent in the project. The void symbiotically 

blends between the above and below street levels 

and brings airiness to the project. below ground, a 

thickened mat type building accommodates pockets 

of air that become smaller as the project goes 

deeper and small slab towers grow more distinct 

from one another and more airy as they emerge 

from the ground. The void works to increase density 

but also formally merges the horizontality and 

verticality as typified in towers and mat buildings 

(Fig. 37).

programmatically, the project merges small and 

large scale programs as the floors transition, using 

the voids as linchpins for outdoor space and visual 

access to the exterior. An ice skating rink and pool 

exist at the lowest depths of the city, enclosed 

spaces that are home to the most artificial of 

environments. A climbing wall is located both 

indoors and outdoors, adjacent to a metro line. Each 

usage is labeled by type, ranging from residential 

and office to retail and service/hospitality to leisure 

and storage (Fig. 38).

Analytically, Nagatacho’s Effervescent Void City 

brings more openness without adding height, 

changing the solid to void proportion in comparison 

to a typical city block (Fig. 39). It introduces 

a higher level of programmatic diversity while 

increasing the overall square footage to reach 

100,000 square meters (Fig. 40). It is a new type of 

living and working environment in the city, coupled 

with a unique way to experience leisure. 
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Fig. 31 full model and Effervescent Void City
Fig. 32 Effervescent Void
City in Context
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Fig. 33 model in Context at Night Fig. 34 model in Context during the day
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Fig. 35 Effervescent Void City South Elevation View Fig. 36 Effervescent Void City North Elevation View
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A NEw NEIghboRhood foR NAgATACho

The Effervescent Void City for Nagatacho produces 

a space that is pedestrian-friendly by maintaining a 

system of one-way streets prevalent in Tokyo while 

adding diversity to the streetscape. Imagine looking 

over a railing to an underground world: plants 

growing, people eating at a restaurant (Fig. 41), 

students practicing karate outdoors, a window to a 

pool below, or a crazy climbing wall stretching to the 

street level. 

The voids in this city model work like courtyards, 

creating outdoor spaces nestled in the interior that 

also promote safe spaces, especially for young 

children. but although these spaces are separate, 

the ability to visually observe moments from 

above creates an even more exciting city for the 

pedestrian. That interest is only possible because 

the smallness produces unique views and in turn, 

translates into new ways to experience activities.

from a car, drivers get small glimpses into the 

penetrating forms finding that the towers start to 

lean inwards and outwards, taking advantage of the 

space over the street to bring more openness to 

the voids. The landscape changes the experience 

of driving, an affect that differs from what the 

pedestrian experiences. Yet, it produces a unique 

view of the city on the street level.

The facades themselves are blank glacier-like forms 

projected to be translucent, admitting light but 

providing privacy on the interior (Fig. 42). on the 

baths’ level, you can find the perfect escape after a 

dip in the pool or a volleyball match. You can walk 

around naked hidden behind the facade but still see 

soft outdoor light in the space. 

likewise, the forms, appearing muted during the 

day, are lit from within at night to become beacons 

of light with the voids literally effervescing (Fig. 43—

see the contents page). 

EXPERIENCING LIFE IN THE EFFERVESCENT VOID CITY

The forms, at first glance, are similar to one 

another, but they respond locally to the height of 

nearby structures. The similarities of the facades 

are purposeful, blurring the lines between the 

aboveground and the underground. however, the 

facades are also a template ripe for adding signage 

or balconies and for other forms of differentiation 

that respond to the interior programs (Fig. 42).

The interior is also home to its own diversity as 

evidenced by the overlapped void, supermarket, and 

track. Imagine going to run a loop: below, people 

are perusing products on the shelves or someone 

is preparing food at the bakery counter. from the 

opposite viewpoint, you can watch people circling 

overhead as you make your purchases (Fig. 44). 

It is a lifestyle that is possible because of what the 

Effervescent Void City can do to change urban 

recreation and shopping. 

A CENTER foR hEAlThY lIVINg IS oNlY AN 

ElEVAToR RIdE AwAY

The Effervescent Void City makes leisure an 

elevator ride away, whether you reside or work in 

the building, live nearby, or arrive by metro. It is 

within distance of public transportation but doesn’t 

sacrifice an entire city block. You can go to a sushi 

restaurant and go downstairs to play basketball. 

The plans illustrate how the experience can shift 

between the underground, the street level, and the 

aboveground (Fig. 45-47). 

In particular, the supermarket level shows the 

overlap with the running track and how growing 

spaces can integrate with the endless rows of 

shelving. It also depicts the back of house and how it 

can plug into the parking and the necessary freight 

elevator access (Fig. 45). but most importantly, the 

plans demonstrate the possibility for a large open
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EXPERIENCING LIFE IN THE EFFERVESCENT VOID CITY

space to have windows that do not alienate 

shoppers from the aboveground.

In comparison, the street level is filled with small 

scale retail, service/hospitality, and small offices. 

Shoe and clothing stores are next to restaurants; 

a mail center is down the street from a cat cafe; a 

bank is close to a pachinko parlor—a mix that would 

not be an unusual sight in Tokyo today. It is this 

diversity that is a hallmark of small scale urbanism. 

but the street itself is reinvented by the addition of 

the void (Fig. 46). 

The void brings airiness to the city, creating a 50% 

openness on the ground level which visually alters 

the experience of the street (Fig. 46).

finally, the aboveground becomes a series of towers: 

one is a hotel, four are offices, and the rest are 

residential. Each tower becomes distinct from the 

others. from above, viewers can see them bundle 

together as they descend towards the ground plane. 

Residents will feel like they are living in a highrise—

but will be able to observe the voids and various 

ground planes below (Fig. 47).

The oscillation of the section both in depth and 

program provides an interesting study (Fig. 48). 

by taking one particular snapshot of the project in 

section, it is possible to create a case study for how 

this new neighborhood in Nagatacho functions and 

what possibilities exist for a similar model to be 

adopted elsewhere. 

Explore the project for yourself—the section and 

section details hold surprises nestled within the 

depths of the Effervescent Void City (Fig. 49-58). 

while the verticality produces a coexistence 

of various programs, it also changes how we 

experience the street level. It is possible to 

understand the spaces below street level from 

above. we can even be fooled: are we actually 

underground? by nature of the voids penetrating 

into the depths of the city, it is difficult to tell. The 

main fear of the underground as a place with no 

windows doesn’t hold true. 

There is a new frontier that the Effervescent Void 

City produces—a space of density and tradition. 
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Fig. 41 View of Restaurant Void
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Fig. 42 View of form of project in Context
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Fig. 44 Interior with Track overlooking 
Voids and Supermarket
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Fig. 45 Supermarket level plan
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Fig. 46 ground plan with Small Scale Retail, Service/hospitality, and office Fig. 47 Tower plan with Apartments and Small office 
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Fig. 48 overlaid Sections Cut Every five meters Fig. 49 Section Key drawing for details to follow
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Fig. 50 Aboveground office Tower Section detail Fig. 51 Aboveground Residential Tower Section detail



94 95SECTION B-1 SECTION B-2

Fig. 52 Street level with Circulation and Small Sushi Restaurant Section detail Fig. 53 Street level Showing growing pod Void with basketball Court below Section detail
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Fig. 54 Street level with Shoe Store with office Above and both a Restaurant and lab below Section detail Fig. 55 Underground Showing Track over Supermarket with Karate, basketball Court, Changing Rooms, and lab Above Section detail
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Fig. 56 Underground pool level with Void and Aerobics Space Above Section detail Fig. 57 Underground Ice Skating Rink with Void, Karate, Aerobics, and labs Above Section detail
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THE CITY OF THE FUTURE
VISIoNS foR ToKYo ANd oThER dENSE CITIES

CONTEMPORARY NEW DElHI, 2013, N SUNdAREShA SUbRAmANIAN
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CONCLUSION

A NEw fRoNTIER

The Effervescent Void City has a future for both 

Tokyo and other cities. The project analyzes the 

issue of density both past and present in Tokyo and 

seeks to find an alternative to the tower. Not every 

city needs to be the next New York City, despite its 

obvious appeal—difference and uniqueness in cities 

creates heterogeneity. 

Though Tokyo was chosen as a test case because 

it is home to the largest population anywhere in 

the world and boasts a low to mid-rise profile, the 

issue of density is and will continue to be a problem 

around the globe. Tokyo can function as a model 

for how cities can grow: it already does that in 

how it has shifted from a slum to an incrementally 

developing city, a shining example for other cities 

undergoing intense densification. 

but to posit this thesis project merely as a solution 

to the problem of density is to miss the point: what 

it proves is that constraints are only disguised 

opportunities for innovation just as problems 

do not produce solutions but instead project 

new possibilities. A new city typology and thus 

architectural typology evolves from creatively 

interpreting the constraints of the city. however, 

this city project is not creating something new for 

newness’ sake: it is grounded in certain realities that 

make it move from a purely visionary stance to one 

that also has practical merit. 

other cities are beginning to look at the space 

beneath their feet, realizing that the underground 

is a space ripe for new consideration as a usable, 

interesting environment. helsinki has created a 

masterplan for the underground; a recent article 

from BLDGBLOG looks at hong Kong’s underground 

as a new viable space;22 while another article 

through the new york Times sees Singapore’s visions 

of the underground as new opportunities.23 

Even the Boston Globe announced “our 

Underground future,” touting it as a new source 

of real estate in what they see as a growing 

trend downwards amongst metropolises.24 The 

underground is an expansive frontier and a space 

that offers certain opportunities but building 

beneath our feet doesn’t mean disregarding the 

buildings that reach towards the sky. The potential 

inherent in the underground, paired with the 

aboveground, should continue to be probed for 

what they both can offer.

In addition to exploring the application of the 

Effervescent Void City to other metropolises, the 

programmatic implications for this city model have 

only been applied here to leisure and healthy living. 

The Effervescent Void City will produce different 

results as various programs are tested.  

Consider education—how can this city model create 

new opportunities for schooling? or what if IKEA 

opens up a shop underground? There are endless 

possibilities yet to be explored. what the research 

proves is that density and property costs make the 

underground, in connection with the aboveground, 

viable. The Effervescent Void City creates a space 

where you would want to live and work, both 

analytically and experientially. 

while this section may be titled as the conclusion, 

it is really a beginning. The Effervescent Void City 

provides increased possibilities for density and its 

impact on living in the city. A new research and 

design frontier awaits. 
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HOUSTON TEXAS PRESENTATION
AppENdIX & doCUmENTATIoN 

CONTEMPORARY HOUSTON, 2013, ThomAS NoRThCUT
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Fig. 59



110 111OVERAll PRESENTATION

on January 17, 2014, in farish gallery, the 

Effervescent Void City was presented to critics, 

students, and others present. This was not meant 

to be a simple slideshow and board presentation 

but used both mediums to illustrate certain critical 

aspects of the project. 

The slideshow presented the research and urban 

framework as a developmental plan for the city. but 

the boards for the thesis presentation focused on 

creating an immersive environment for the viewers: 

the street level of the sectional boards was above 

the standing height of the average student. The 

model allowed viewers to look at the city aerially, to 

see the penetration of the voids, while experiencing 

the three dimensional affect of the space on the city 

level vis-a-vis the context. 

The oscillation between the analytical aspects of the 

urban framework and the affectual space produced 

by the insertion itself were balanced to achieve a 

duality: the practical with the visionary.

0 5 10
FT

Fig. 60 Section View of presentation in farish gallery

Fig. 61 plan View of presentation in farish gallery
SCAlE



112 113JURY CONVERSATION

Fig. 62 In Conversation with lars lerup (right) and Caroline o’donnell, Antonio petrov and Albert pope (left)
Fig. 63 (top right) Caroline o’donnell, Antonio petrov and Albert pope looking at the model (top left) discussion with Yasufumi 
Nakamori (bottom left) Joshua prince-Ramus observing the model (bottom right) Sarah whiting in Conversation



114 115PANORAMA OF PRESENTATION

Fig. 64 panorama of board presentation in farish gallery
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